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Sweden rules again!
The Corvette Grand Sports proved
superior to the GT40’s in today’s
NKHTGT race. Kaj Dahlbacka and
Michiel Campagne dominated the
first race at Spa, with the Swede

taking the win. Alexander Schlüchter
took the fight to the GT40’s in his
Lotus Elan, but in the end had to let
them go. Kennet Persson claimed the
final podium spot after fighting off

a challenge from Armand Adriaans,
who finished fourth. Schlüchter took
fifth and first in GTS10, from Bob and
Jos Stevens. An off-track excursion
by Fleming Andersen resulted in a

safetycar period. When things went
underway again we were in for an
exciting four lap sprint to the finish.
Carlo Hamilton and Martin Bijleveld
treated the spectators to a great

show, swapping positions while
fighting for the win in CT10 in their
Ford Falcons, Hamilton coming out
on top. Christoph Germain was the
winner in GTS12 in his Jaguar

E-type, beating the similar car of
Rhea Sautter, while Thijs van
Gammeren won GTS11 in the
Porsche 911. Thijmen de Vries was
first across the line in CT07, the Mini

Cooper class, with Bert Mets
classified second after a clean fight
with Dante Rappange. In CT08 Ralf
Wagner fought off a challenge from
Bert Du Toy van Hees and once again

was king of the Lotus Cortinas.

Sunday’s race was very exciting, with
a five way battle for the lead. Early
leader Dahlbacka was the first to
leave the scene when he accidentally
switched off the electrics. Michiel

Campagne then took over at the
front in the other Corvette Grand
Sport, under constant attack from
Andy Newall in the Jaguar E-type.
David Pittard had started 13th in the

Lotus Elan but posted some amazing
laptimes and was soon harassing
Kennet Persson in the GT40 for 3rd.
A short safety car interlude closed
things right up, and when both

Campagne and Newall lost time on
lap 6 it was all change at the front,
Pittard now leading from Persson.
Persson then pulled out the stops
to set a series of 2:51 laps, which

was enough to pass the Lotus and
stay ahead until the flag. Alexander
Schlüchter bravely succeeded in
keeping his Lotus Elan ahead of
Adriaans’ GT40 until lap 7, while

Oliver Douglas (Cobra Daytona)
moved up through the field to take
second in GTS12, followed by Roelant
de Waard (Shelby GT350). Theo van
Gammeren won GTS11 after Erwin

van Lieshout had to retire the other
Porsche 911. Carlo Hamilton again
came home first of the touring cars in
his Ford Falcon. Martin Bijleveld was
not close enough to challenge this

time, losing time when he had to take
avoiding action and stalled his
engine in the first corner melee. He
was in fact lucky to come home second in class,

as Bart-Jan Deenik (in yet another
Falcon) was rapidly closing on the
last lap. Both drivers then outbraked
themselves in the Bus Stop
chicane, Bijleveld got away first and

just managed to cross the line 0,1
of a second ahead. Dante Rappange
took the Mini class with some
spectacularly fast driving from René
de Vries and Bert Mets, while

Magnus Lillerskog won yet another
trophy for Sweden by bringing his
Lotus Cortina home first in CT08.

Full results can be found here:
http://roadbook.alkamelsystems.
com/.

Father and son #7

18-year old Dante Rappange normally
drives a brutal Chevrolet Camaro GT
4.R in the GT4 European Series. With
his co-driver Kenny Herremans he
won the Pro-Am division in the last
race at Imola. At Spa Dante was at

the wheel of his father’s Mini Cooper
S and was immediately on the pace.
In race 1 he used all of the track and
a bit more, which earned him a 45
second penalty. In race 2 he proved
to be a fast learner, respected all the

track limits and showed the other
Mini drivers - plus a fair number of
bigger engined cars - a clean pair of
heels. Meanwhile Dante’s father Rob
debuted a gorgeous Porsche 904,
which unfortunately languished at

the back of the field due to various
teething troubles. We are sure ace
mechanic Hennie will have it fixed by
the next race!

Impressive debut
They are not the fastest cars on the
track and certainly not the fastest
looking with their boxy bodywork.
But when you apply yourself to the
job you can really make them fly. We

are talking about the Lotus Cortina of
course, the weapon of choice in the
CT08 class. One who certainly makes his Cortina fly is 31-year old Ralf
Wagner. He drove his very first motor

race with us at Hockenheim and won
his class straight away.
He then proceeded to repeat that
feat a further four times in succession! We asked Ralf what his secret is:

“I am a mechanical engineer by profession, so I know the inner workings
of the car. That helps me to push it to
the limit!”

Spoco!
Spoco is short for sportcommissaris,
which is the Dutch word for steward.
Because we are a Dutch organized
series, our national sporting
authority KNAF provides us with a
delegate at every international event.
This follows from the fact that NKHTGT has a restricted
international status and as such adheres to the FIA International Sporting Code and associated regulations.
At Spa, our KNAF delegate was Marc
van Geel. Having our own dedicated
Steward is advantageous in many

ways. For a start it ensures smooth
communications with the local organizers and officials and helps co
nvey how we like our races to be run.
We also benefit from the knowledge
of these experienced officials, for
instance in formulating our regulations. For us as the NKHTGT board,
having a Spoco on hand means we
need to have our homework in order!
Which is why, for instance, we are
fairly strict when it
comes to HTP’s.

Anglia to Mustang
Our former champion Frits
Campagne forfeited his Ford Anglia
for the Spa Summer Classic and
exchanged for a distant family

member from the USA, a V8
Mustang. We did miss the sight of the
little orange Anglia at the back of the
field, especially as there is already

plenty of Detroit iron in the NKHTGT.
But we have to be honest: climbing
the Raidillon and then pottering
down the Kemmel straight in a 1200

cc. mobile brick would not have been
much fun. So we forgive him!

Join the Elite
He had last raced with NKHTGT in
2017 at the Nürburgring: Peter
Stöhrmann jr. And now he was back,
at the wheel of a Lotus Elite of
course. One thing is certain, in five

years’ time he has lost none of his
speed. Having qualified the little GT
in 23rd he swiftly moved up three
places in the race. Then on lap 7, the
gearbox broke. Not really a surprise,

he admitted, as there had been some
suspicions about its condition before the weekend. Without a spare at
hand he had decided to start anyway.
So now it is back to the workshop to

get it fixed. Peter brings the count of
Lotus Elites in NKHTGT is up to three
this year. Shame they are so fragile, we would love to see them race
together!

Midfield battles

Our race reports of course focus on
the winners, but the most fun is often
had further down the field. Roel
Korsten even started his Mustang
from the pits because he prefers

overtaking people to driving a lonely
race! Max Boodie had a good
weekend in his Mustang, while Alex
Korle seems to go faster all the time
in his

primrose yellow Lotus Elan. Henk and
Björn Hees were seen enjoying themselves in their primrose coloured Ford
Falcon. Finally, it was good to see Jan
van Elderen back on track in his silver

Jaguar E-type, even though he had
to make do with the “slow” spare
engine.

Championship positions

Pos.

Class

Driver/equipe

Car

Points

1

GTS11

Theo & Thijs van Gammeren

Porsche 911

116,2

2

GTS10

Bob Stevens

Lotus Elan

98,4

3

CT10

Bart-Jan Deenik

Ford Falcon Sprint

96,8

4

GTS12

Roelant de Waard

Shelby Mustang GT350 95,8

5

CT10

Henk van Gammeren

Ford Falcon Sprint

86,8

6

GTS10

Jos Stevens

Lotus Elan

85,4

7

GTS11

Barbara & Brian Lambert

MGB

79,6

8

GTS10

Alexander Schlüchter

Lotus Elite/ Elan

77,4

9

GTP>250 Michiel Campagne

Chevrolet Grand Sport

69,8

Jaguar E-type

69,8

GTS12

Rhea Sautter & Andy Newell

NKHTGT is an official FIA sanctioned series, which means we
award class points to all race finishers, using a fairly
complicated formula. At the end of the season the overall
winner will receive a big trophy. There are no dropped scores, which means consistency is key. With some impressive
driving and a bit of luck Thijs and Theo van Gammeren have
managed to score a run of five consecutive GTS11 class wins
in their trusty Porsche 911. As Bob Stevens only competed
in the first race at Spa, he has now slipped to second in the
table. Bart-Jan Deenik and Roelant de Waard are within 3
points of him. All of this does not mean anything though, as
we are only half way through the season, there are still six
more races to go. You can find the full list on our
website: https://www.nkhtgt.nl/en/standings
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Next stop: Jack’s Racing Day at Assen
Our next pair of races will be on
August 6 and 7 at the Assen
TT-circuit. Jack’s Racing Day is a free
admission, motorsport festival with

so we will be performing in front of
packed grandstands. After Assen we
will race at Anderstorp (August 2628) and finally Dijon (October 7-9).

At the moment there are still entries
available for all of these. If you have
a pre-’66 TC, GT or GTS with HTP and
want to join us, do get in touch. The

entry fee is just € 845 per weekend.
Mail to Egbert at race@nkhtgt.nl, or
call him on +316 262 16464.
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